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Abstract
Modern electronic structure calculations are characterized by unprecedented complexity and accuracy. They de-
mand the full power of high-performance computing and must be in tune with the given architecture for superior
eﬃciency. Thus, it is desirable to enable their static and dynamic adaptations using some external software (middle-
ware), which may monitor both system availability and application needs, rather than mix science with system-related
calls inside the application.
Building on the successful usage of the NICAN middleware with the computational chemistry package GAMESS,
the work described in this paper links NICAN with the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method to augment FMO
with adaptive capabilities. Speciﬁcally, its fragment scheduling is performed, both statically and dynamically, based
on current conditions within a heterogeneous computing environment. Signiﬁcant execution time and throughput
gains have been obtained with static adaptations, while the dynamic ones prevented FMO to abort calculations due to
the insuﬃcient memory available at the runtime.
Keywords: Fragment Molecular Orbital method, GAMESS, algorithmic adaptations, middleware, heterogeneous
computing platforms
1. Introduction
Reliable quantum chemical (QC) calculations feature computational complexity of O(N3) . . .O(N4) even with the
most basic quantum chemical method, and reach O(N6) . . .O(N8) for more accurate methods, where N is the number
of basis functions, which is roughly proportional to the number of atoms in the chemical system. Therefore, as the size
of a molecular system grows, quantum chemical treatment of large molecules quickly becomes prohibitively expen-
sive. To reduce computational complexity, a fragmentation approach may be used, in which a large molecular system
is ﬁrst divided into fragments, second, a quantum chemical method is applied to each of the fragments, after which the
fragment interactions are taken into account. In the Fragment Molecular Orbital (FMO) method [1, 2], the long-range
(electrostatic) interactions between fragments are accounted for by the iterative calculations of each fragment in the
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electrostatic ﬁeld of all the other fragments (the FMO-1 approximation); the short-range interactions are accounted
for by the explicit computations of fragment dimers (i.e., pairs of fragments considered as a single fragment) and op-
tionally trimers (i.e., triples of fragments considered as a single fragment). The calculation of short-range interactions
via dimer and trimer computations are referred to as FMO-2 and FMO-3 approximations, respectively.
In addition to fragmentation algorithms, the eﬃciency of computationally demanding quantum chemistry calcu-
lations depends on the availability of the system resources, both at the time of their allocation and during application
execution. To optimize parallel performance, an application must be tuned to the system conditions. Several general
approaches exist for application auto-tuning. The least intrusive and portable is to empower an application with a
middleware that will provide a liaison between the application and system by monitoring the system resources dy-
namically, by making adaptation decisions based on the application performance, and then by invoking application
adaptations, if needed. The NICAN middleware, proposed in [3], has been already used extensively as adaptation
invocation tool in quantum chemistry applications, such as GAMESS [4], in which a runtime toggling of diﬀerent
Self-Consistent Field (SCF) method implementations constituted the nature of adaptations [5, 6, 7, 8]. Joint execution
protocols of GAMESS and NICAN have been carefully studied in [9] under the system I/O congestion conditions.
Based on these previous investigations, it was a natural choice to consider NICAN as a helper tool for adapting the
FMO method to heterogeneities in the computing environments.
State-of-the-art and related work. Quantum chemistry calculations in heterogeneous (mostly, GPU-accelerated) en-
vironment recently received much attention [10, 11, 12]. Typically, the computational work is scheduled on the
accelerator at compile time by invoking the kernels compiled to run on the accelerator. Load balancing is achieved
statically, before the computation starts, by a selective assignment of diﬀerent calculations to either CPU or GPU [11].
Alternatively, the work can be distributed among a pool of threads, some of which run on the CPU and some on a
GPU [13]; or the optimal CPU-GPU work sharing ratio can be determined dynamically for an iteration by timing the
CPU and GPU executions in the previous iteration [14].
Infrastructure for adaptive algorithms in computational chemistry is an emerging area of research. It draws from
successful auto-tuning tools, such as Active Harmony [15, 16], for high-performance computing in general. Active
Harmony provides for work migration on diﬀerent levels of programming abstractions (threads, processes, etc.) with
critical parameter prioritizing. Much heterogeneity appears in computational grids [17], so there exist various tools
to deal with it. For example, IANOS [18] provides a middleware infrastructure that allows optimal positioning and
scheduling of applications.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of FMO and describes its interface to the middle-
ware NICAN. The proposed FMO task scheduling is provided in Section 3. Some experimental results and conclu-
sions are given in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
2. FMO implementation overview
First, a given molecular system has to be divided into fragments. If the system consists of several molecules not
connected by chemical bonds (e.g., calculation of cluster of water molecules), each molecule or group of adjacent
molecules is assigned to a fragment. If the molecular system represents a polymer, that is, a molecule composed
of repeating structural units (e.g., a protein or cellulose molecule), each of the structural units is assigned to be a
fragment. Generally, chemical functional groups are assigned to be fragments while taking care for the electron
density within each fragment to be as localized as possible [2]. One such a division is shown in Fig. 1. After the
molecule is divided into fragments, speciﬁc decisions are to be made regarding the theory levels applied to fragments
and the choice of various computational parameters.
To support parallel computation both within and between the fragments, a new hierarchical parallelization scheme
was proposed in [19], supported by the Generalized Distributed Data Interface (GDDI) library in GAMESS. The
GDDI forms groups out of the available nodes (see Fig. 2) and schedules tasks to these groups. Here, a task is denoted
as a fragment (monomer, dimer, or trimer) QC calculation in the FMO method. Note that a group may contain one
or more nodes and each node may contain one or more cores. This distribution of tasks to nodes may be viewed as
parallelization at the outer level. Then, in each group, the assigned task is itself calculated in parallel, which is termed
as the inner-level parallelization.
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Figure 1: A molecule is divided into fragments (color-coded).
Figure 2: Nodes divided into groups in GDDI.
Once the groups are assigned to fragments, a quantum chemical (e.g., Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF)) calculation
is performed on each fragment separately by one group. After the electron density convergence is reached for all
monomers, these densities are used to perform RHF runs on dimers by each group independently. Since the dimer
calculation requires monomer density and energy exchanges, there exists a global synchronization at this point. To
reduce the amount of wait time at these synchronization points, load balancing is necessary, which is organized as
follows in the original FMO implementation. Monomers and dimers are executed in the decreasing order of their
computation amount. The groups are ordered in the decreasing order of their numbers of nodes. Furthermore, each
node in a group is assumed to be uniform in terms of computational characteristics. Then, the ﬁrst-in-ﬁrst-out policy
is implemented for the task-to-group scheduling and is denoted here as LTFG-UN policy standing for the “largest
task ﬁrst to ﬁrst group with uniform nodes”. The present work expands this strategy to handle groups with nodes of
diﬀerent resource capacities that, in addition, may change dynamically during the FMO execution. If, for example,
variations in the main memory occur at the runtime, the LTFG-UN policy may have to be modiﬁed in the course of
execution to react to the changed system memory. These modiﬁcations lead to dynamic load balancing. In general,
the group resource heterogeneity may be described in many ways, some of which include diﬀerent number of nodes,
cores, CPU loads, and varying memory availability. Although, in this paper, only two major heterogeneity causes are
considered, namely, diﬀerent number of cores per node and diﬀerent memory availability at runtime, their treatment
provides an approach to addressing other possible causes.
2.1. FMO with the middleware NICAN
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Figure 3: Example FMO dimer calculation connected to NICAN.
Only one parallel FMO process is shown in the rectangle on the
right. Thick two-sided arrows represent interprocess communi-
cations between FMO and NICAN Manager as well as between
the Manager and the NICAN module FMO NCN responsible for
system resource monitoring.
Fig. 3 sketches the interlinking between FMO (repre-
sented as a large rectangle on the right) and NICAN (on the
left). The FMO NCN is the NICAN module used to check
the system resources. NICAN Manager communicates di-
rectly with the FMO task calculation (shown as EDIMER
Iterations in Fig. 3) via a NICAN daemon (not shown
in Fig. 3) servicing a given parallel FMO process. Hence,
the FMO process ID is also known to the NICAN Manager.
In general, NICAN is charged with scheduling the tasks on
the groups for execution. Speciﬁcally, its modules check
ﬁrst for the available memory and number of cores on each
node. Then, the NICAN Manager takes this information
along with the current order of the FMO tasks and makes
the decision on where to place the task currently on the top
of the task list. To accomplish the decision making, the
NICAN manager needs to know the FMO task order in a certain format. The task description is expected to include
the group number, node name, iteration number, the previous and current task number.
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3. Description of FMO task scheduling adaptations
Although the LTFG-UN policy for task scheduling works well in homogeneous multicore computing systems and
when the fragment sizes are relatively uniform, the scheduling of the incoming tasks may hinder the performance
considerably when the signiﬁcant heterogeneities are present either in the system or in the fragment division. The
adaptations, which are proposed here for the heterogeneous environments, may be classiﬁed into static and dynamic
as to their action on the task ordering. In the former, the tasks are reordered only once, before the ﬁrst task execution
while, in the latter, the ordering of yet to be executed tasks is subject to change. This paper considers a variable
number of cores among nodes as an example of the system resource heterogeneity that may need only static scheduling
adaptation. Conversely, the variability of the available memory serves to test the dynamic rescheduling of tasks in this
work.
Even a simple situation when there is an equal number of nodes in each group with each node having diﬀerent
number of cores leads to ineﬃcient scheduling under the LTFG-UN policy. Therefore, LTFG-UN is modiﬁed in a
straightforward manner (denoted as LTBG-HN, where “B” stands for the “biggest” group having the most cores and
“H” — for “heterogeneous”) to account for an additional partial ordering of groups based on the numbers of cores
in each group. Thus, the change in the LTFG-UN task ordering is observed only for the ﬁrst k tasks, where k is
the number of groups. Fig. 4 provides an example of two heterogeneous groups and how the task assignment either
LTFG-UN (left) or LTBG-HN (right) policy aﬀects the overall throughput of FMO tasks.
Figure 4: Example of an FMO calculation with two heteroge-
neous groups G1 and G2, such that G1 has fewer cores than G2
but both groups have the same number of nodes. The LTFG-UN
and LTBG-HN policies, the latter being governed by NICAN, are
shown on the left and right, respectively, of the timeline (straight
solid arrow). Each task, denoted as F1, F2, F3,. . ., is attributed its
own color in the execution sequence of each group. For a group,
the end of all the computations is marked with a horizontal dashed
line, such that the diﬀerence in the overall throughputs of the FMO
with LTFG-UN and with LTFG-HN is indicated with a thick solid
bar on the timeline.
Node heterogeneity implies system diﬀerence not only
in static characteristics, such as number of cores, but also
in dynamic ones, such as memory amount. The available
main memory may change drastically at the runtime if, for
example, a competing application is present on a node or
no memory clean-up occurred since the last node usage.
Even a moderate lack of memory, on the other hand, will
hinder large-scale quantum chemistry computations. Cur-
rently, they check the available memory against the user-
speciﬁed memory request at the start of the actual calcula-
tion while no runtime checks are performed. There are two
obvious problems with this approach: ﬁrstly, the user eas-
ily may err on the requested amount, secondly, this check
is done only once. To remedy this situation, a method to
estimate the memory request for a given FMO calculation
is considered. This memory estimation entails running the
calculation as a “dry run”, only to get the request size, un-
der the assumption that there is enough memory to do so.
In the dry run, all the fragment memory requirements are
calculated, which is done by monitoring all the memory
allocation calls inside the calculation. (Note that this oper-
ation is useful in diverse settings beyond the dynamic FMO
scheduling.) Next, this request is checked against the cur-
rent available memory amount, which is being monitored
using an appropriate NICAN module according to the pro-
cedure provided in [20].
If a group fails to meet the memory requirements of any task to be executed, the scheduling is adapted dynamically.
In particular, a task for which there is not enough memory on the requesting group is marked as missed and is
scheduled to be executed later yielding to the next task that is a good ﬁt to this group. Fig. 5 gives a scenario with
a dynamic task scheduling. As before, tasks F1, Fi, Fj, and Fk are ordered in the decreasing order of their sizes.
Each task would be assigned to group G1, Gi, Gj, or Gk, respectively, without runtime memory check. When such
a check is performed, however, and a group, say, Gi fails to satisfy the memory requirement, the corresponding task
Fi is marked as missed and stored in the missed task queue (shown on the left of Fig. 5). The next missed task (Fj) is
appended to this queue. After the ﬁrst pass through all the tasks, the queue is iterated over to allow the execution of
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Figure 5: Scenario for a dynamic memory check when certain
groups lack memory for a task execution (marked with “X”). The
missed tasks are placed in the queue depicted as horizontal bar on
the right of each group memory check. The queue is empty for the
ﬁrst task F1 assignment; it did not grow after the check of the Fk.
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Figure 6: Flowchart for the DSQL policy implementation.
missed tasks. Such a dynamic scheduling policy that handles the queue last will be denoted as the DSQL policy. Fig. 6
shows a ﬂowchart for the DSQL. It is typical that only one group at a time requests a task, so to compare the memory
availability of only this group and a given task is reasonable and then, if needed, to delay the task execution according
to certain policies, such as DSQL. A more sophisticated queue handling involves attempting to ﬁrst schedule its items,
as soon as the memory is available for their execution, before proceeding to the next task-to-group assignment in the
list of tasks. An advantage of this policy (by analogy with DSQL, call it DSQF with “F” standing for “ﬁrst”) is that it
adheres as much as possible to the “largest task ﬁrst” principle whereas DSQL abandons it when the queue starts to
ﬁll in.
4. Experimental results
For the implementation and analysis purposes, the integration of the middleware with the dimer calculations only
was considered, and all the results correspond to dimer calculations. An MP2 (Møller-Plesset 2nd order perturbation
theory) calculation has been performed for each dimer. An FMO-MP2 computation includes the following stages: an
iterative RHF computation of monomers, MP2 correction of the electronic density of the monomers, RHF computation
of dimers, and an MP2 correction of dimers. A preliminary analysis of a single-node run of the nine-fragment system
revealed that about 20% of the total calculation time is spent in the computation of the monomers (with the MP2
correction taking less than 2%), while the remaining 80% are spent in the dimer calculations. Speciﬁcally, the RHF
computation of dimers took about 46% and the MP2 correction took 34% of the total time; and it was observed that
the CPU utilization was much higher during MP2 than RHF.
The experiments have been done on the local cluster named Dynamo with 35 Intel Xeon E5420 nodes with two
quad-core processors running at 3 GHz. Each node has a RAM of 16 GB, a 1.5 TB scratch space and runs a 64-bit
Redhat Linux. The FMO calculations integrated with NICAN are run on up to ﬁve entire compute nodes (5 groups).
Generally, FMO runs take advantage of the fact that the “one node per group” conﬁguration works well for smaller
fragments. Hence, in the experiments conducted in this work, a single node per group is used as well. However, the
proposed static and dynamic adaptations work for any group size.
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Figure 7: Cluster of water molecules di-
vided into fragments shown as black circles.
As a test case, a cluster of water molecules has been considered. An
eight-molecule cluster may be divided into fragments as shown in Fig. 7, for
example. To use as static adaptation test case, a 16-molecule water cluster
was taken, such that its 48 atoms were divided into nine fragments, each
having the number of atoms as follows: [15, 12, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3]. All
the possible dimers are represented as 27 × 1, 18 × 7, 15 × 7, and 6 × 21
in the notation A × B, where A corresponds to the number of atoms in the
dimer and B corresponds to the number of dimers with A atoms. For the
dynamic adaptation tests, the same 16-molecule water cluster was divided
into fragments somewhat diﬀerently: [15, 9, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3]. Therefore,
the dimer set is 24 × 1, 18 × 8, 12 × 8, and 6 × 28, consisting of 45 dimers
total, which are composed out of ten fragments
4.1. Static adaptations for heterogeneous core counts
The experiments were organized into several scenarios each having n groups (i.e., n nodes) and c1, . . . , cn cores
per group. In Fig. 8–11, these scenarios are labeled as Ci in the x-axis, where i enumerates all the scenarios in a given
plot. The core-per-group assignments are shown under each scenario label. In Fig. 8–11, for a scenario Ci, the y-axis
represents the maximum among the total execution timings in a group, deﬁned as the the sum of the wallclock timings
for all the dimers executed in that group.
In all the scenarios of Fig. 8–10 the LTFG-HN policy outperforms the original LTFG-UN policy (although by a
tiny amount in C4 of Fig. 10), which is to be expected for the nonuniform core counts across the groups performing
an FMO calculation. In general, the performance gains are more pronounced for (1) the scenarios having the weakest
ﬁrst group (C1–C3 bars in Fig. 8 and C1 bars in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10) and (2) when the variation between the extremal
core counts is the largest (C1 bars in Fig. 8–10). Both observations may be explained by the situation that, under the
LTFG-UN, the ﬁrst (largest) task fully saturates the performance of the ﬁrst one-core group causing the other groups
to complete the execution of the remaining tasks quickly and wait for the ﬁrst group to ﬁnish. Such an explanation is
supported by the LTFG-UN standard deviation explosions (cf. the white boxes in Fig. 8–10) for all the scenarios.
The more homogeneous are the groups, the fewer performance diﬀerences one may observe between LTFG-UN
and LTFG-HN. Furthermore, Fig. 11 presents a reversal of the relative performances, which may be surprising at ﬁrst
since there is a good deal of heterogeneity in the group core counts, such as c1 = 2 and c3 = 6 for C1. The standard
deviations, shown in Fig. 11, are more mutually compatible than those of the previous experiments, although the same
trend of LTFG-HN producing a smaller deviation persists except in the scenario C2. Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 provide some
insight into this case. For the scenario C1 in Fig. 11, they present the individual execution timings for the ﬁrst 15
dimers under the LTFG-UN and LTFG-HN, respectively. Observe that the ﬁrst (largest) dimer took almost the same
time to execute on the two-core group as on the six-core one (cf. the ﬁst bars in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13), which indicates
that there was not enough resource utilization on the six-core group to justify the scheduling of the largest dimer there
and to expect this largest group to ﬁnish as fast as all the other groups calculating smaller dimers.
4.2. Dynamic adaptations to the main memory available at runtime
After executing a “dry run” and computing the memory requirements for each dimer, the dynamic scheduling
policies, DSQL and DSQF, ave been simulated. Fig. 14 compares the two policies when executing the 16-molecule
water cluster — divided as [15, 9, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3] — on two groups having the same number of cores. The
homogeneity in the group sizes was considered here in order to isolate the performance changes due to the dynamic
adaptations. In the course of the given FMO run, dimer #1 was marked as missed per description in Section 3. At
the end of the initial pass over all the dimers, using DSQL, the missed dimer #1 was ﬁnally executed by Group 1,
because it was Group 1 that became available ﬁrst for this missed dimer and that had now enough main memory for
its execution. Since dimer #1 is the largest, Group 1 took longer to ﬁnish all the assigned tasks than Group 2 did so,
which may be seen in Fig. 14 for the DSQL bars. Using DSQF, however, a periodic check was performed during the
initial pass over the dimer list to determine whether the group requesting a task at that time had enough memory to
ﬁt dimer #1, which was missed at the start of the dimer list. After the calculation of dimer #3, when such a check
was performed, the requesting Group 2 appeared to have suﬃcient memory and dimer #1 was scheduled on it, thus
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Figure 8: Maximum of the total execution times among three groups,
such that the ﬁrst group has one core, performing an FMO run with
LTFG-HN or LTFG-UN static scheduling. The standard deviation of
the total times is shown in white boxes in each bar.
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Figure 9: Maximum of the total execution times among four groups,
with varying core counts per group, performing an FMO run with
LTFG-HN or LTFG-UN static scheduling. The standard deviation of
the total times is shown in white boxes in each bar.
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Figure 10: Maximum of the total execution times among ﬁve groups,
with varying core counts, performing an FMO run with LTFG-HN or
LTFG-UN static scheduling. The standard deviation of the total times
is shown in white boxes in each bar.
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Figure 11: Maximum of the total execution times among three groups,
such that diﬀerences of the group core counts are small, performing an
FMO run with LTFG-HN or LTFG-UN static scheduling. The standard
deviation of the total times is shown in white boxes in each bar.
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Figure 12: Execution timings of the ﬁrst 15 largest dimers for the sce-
nario C1 from Fig. 11 under the LTFG-UN policy. The groups are
color-coded and their sizes are given in the plot legends.
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Figure 13: Execution timings of the ﬁrst 15 largest dimers for the sce-
nario C1 from Fig. 11 under the LTFG-HN policy. The groups are
color-coded and their sizes are given in the plot legends.
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Figure 14: Comparison of two dynamic scheduling policies, DSQF and
DSQL, on two homogeneous (two-core, labeled as |2|) groups, when
dimer #1 is marked as missed and the rest of the dimers are calculated
in the initial order.
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Figure 15: Total execution time on two groups (with two cores each,
labeled as |2|) of an FMO run with and without middleware NICAN
(w/ NICAN and w/o NICAN, respectively) when no lack of available
memory occurred during the runtime.
changing the initial dimer ordering. Since there were no other missed dimers so far, dimer #4 was to be scheduled for
the next requesting group (assuming this group had enough memory). The DSQF policy resulted in a more uniform
overall completion for both groups (cf. the DSQF set of bars in Fig. 14), which is a consequence of its better adherence
to the “largest task ﬁrst” strategy, providing more opportunities to calculate the largest dimers, such that the rest of the
groups does not remain idle due to the lack of tasks to execute.
On the overhead in dynamic adaptations. A “dry run ” is required for adapting the FMO scheduling dynamically to
the available memory at the runtime. Although this extra FMO calculation may be viewed as an overhead, its general
usefulness puts it squarely into a category of handy utilities, instead, especially since the dry run may be performed
only once for a given FMO fragment splitting and input settings. On the other hand, there is no tangible overhead due
to dynamic adaptation decision-making by NICAN per se, which can be seen in Fig. 15, where the total execution
times on both groups with and without NICAN are the same when no adaptation is needed, but the group memory is
monitored and checked against the memory requirements anyway by NICAN. When an adaptation is necessary, there
is an overhead only due to the change of the initial dimer ordering incurred by the missed dimers, which may cause
for some groups to remain idle, as represented, e.g., by the DSQL bars in Fig. 14.
5. Summary and future work
This paper presents the ﬁrst attempt to adapt the scheduling of FMO calculations to heterogeneous environments.
Although preliminary, this work already provides some important insights. Firstly, such adaptations are possible and
may be implemented seamlessly and eﬃciently with a help of a middleware, such as the NICAN tool, which has a long
history of usage with the GAMESS quantum chemistry package. Secondly, the more heterogeneity is observed in the
fragment division or in the computing system, the more performance gains are expected from the adaptations. Hence,
these adaptations pave the way towards large chemical and biological system FMO calculations on heterogeneous
computer architectures comprising not only multicore nodes but also accelerators, such as GPUs.
In the future, the current work will be expanded to consider a greater variety of the system heterogeneities, both
static and dynamic, and to perform more diverse FMO calculations. In addition, other queue handling strategies
can be considered, which, for example, involve modifying the described scheduling policies for various memory
check conditions. Together with dynamic scheduling, more types of dynamic adaptations are possible, such as group
splitting and agglomeration as well as the choice of the implementation for the chemical calculation. Finally, static
and dynamic adaptations will be combined in a single FMO calculation at hand.
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